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Computational Geometry Homework 3 HS09Url: http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/courses/CG09/
Exercise 1 (10 points)A set P of n points in the plane is said to be in ε-general position for ε > 0 if no three pointsof the form

p + (x1, y1), q + (x2, y2), r + (x3, y3)are ollinear, where p, q, r 2 P and |xi|, |yi| < ε for i = 1, 2, 3. In words: P remains in generalposition under hanging point oordinates by less than ε eah.Give an algorithm with runtime O(n2) for heking whether a given point set P is in ε-generalposition.
Exercise 2 (10 points)a) You are given a set of n pairwise disjoint line segments. Find an algorithm to answer vertialray shooting queries in O(logn) time. That is, preproess the data suh that given a querypoint q you an report in O(log n) time whih segment is the �rst above q (or if there arenone). Analyze the running time and the spae onsumption of the preproessing.b) What happens if we allow intersetions of the line segments? Explain in a few words howyou have to adapt your solution and how the time and spae omplexity would hange.
Exercise 3 (30 points)Perform a small researh as you did in Homework 1. Choose one of the following prob-lems/topis to investigate.a) Additively weighted Voronoi diagramsb) Higher order Delaunay triangulations) Halfplane range searhingd) Ham-sandwih utse) Delaunay re�nement meshingYour report should ontain� an informal desription of the problem(s) using your own words,� a preise formal de�nition of the problem(s),



� a hronologial list of the important results,� the urrent state of the problem(s), in partiular, open questions and possible futurediretions,� a omplete list of referenes.
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